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Familial juvenile hyperuricaemic nephropathy (FJHN) is an autosomal dominant renal disease
characterised by juvenile onset of hyperuricaemia, gouty arthritis, and progressive renal failure at an
early age. Recent studies in four kindreds showed linkage of a gene for FJHN to the same genomic
interval on chromosome 16p11.2, where the gene for the phenotypically similar medullary cystic disease
type 2 (MCKD2) has been localised. In this study we performed linkage analysis in additional 15 FJHN
families. Linkage of FJHN to 16p11.2 was confirmed in six families, which suggests that, in a large
proportion of FJHN kindreds, the disease is likely to be caused by a gene or genes located outside of
16p11.2. Haplotype analysis of the new and previously analysed families provided two non-overlapping
critical regions on 16p11.2 – FJHN1, delimited by markers D16S499-D16S3036 and FJHN2, delimited by
markers D16S412-D16S3116. Considering MCKD2 to be a distinct molecular entity, the analysis suggests
that as many as three kidney disease genes may be located in close proximity on 16p11.2. From genomic
databases we compiled integrated physical and transcription maps of whole critical genomic region in
which 45 known genes and 129 predicted loci have been localised. We selected, analysed and found no
pathogenic mutations in seven candidate genes. The linkage and haplotype analysis reported here
demonstrates the genetic heterogeneity of FJHN. The report of integrated physical and mostly in-silico
predicted transcription maps of the FJHN critical region provides a basis for precise experimental
annotation of the current transcript map, which is essential for final identification of the FJHN gene(s).
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Introduction
Familial juvenile hyperuricaemic nephropathy (FJHN),

(OMIM 162000), is an autosomal dominant renal disease

characterised by juvenile onset of hyperuricaemia, gouty

arthritis, and progressive renal failure. The disease was first

noted by Duncan and Dixon in 1960.1 More than 50

kindred originating from various ethnic groups – Cauca-

sians (for review see2) and,3 – 11 Hungarian,12 Japanese,13,14

Chinese,15 Polynesian16 and recently also Finnish17 and

Chilean18 have been described so far.

The pathogenesis and molecular basis of FJHN is

unknown. Evidence that hyperuricaemia associated with

the urate hypoexcretion is the primary event of the

nephropathy was provided by McBride et al,19,20 who

found normal renal function in 42% of children biochemi-

cally proven to have FJHN. In accordance with these

results, the disease seems to result from a defect of uric

acid tubular transport. Candidate proteins could be either

voltage-sensitive urate transporters such as hUAT1 and

hUAT2,21 suggested urate/anion exchangers22 or other

proteins which may be involved in forming, regulating,

processing, trafficking, and cell surface stability of structu-

rally functional urate channel multimeric complex. In

addition to the tubular transport defect hypothesis, Puig

et al7 suggested that uric acid underexcretion and hyperur-

icaemia may be a consequence of a primary renal

hemodynamic disruption.

Furthermore, the clinical, biochemical and histological

examinations observed in FJHN are similar to those

observed in diseases belonging to nephronophthisis-medul-

lary cystic kidney disease complex,23 and it was postulated

that connection between FJHN and these diseases, particu-

larly medullary cystic kidney disease type 2 (MCKD2),

may exist.11,24,25

Recent studies,26 – 28 one of them long-term,28 have

demonstrated the beneficial effect of allopurinol in amelior-

ating the progression of the renal disease. However the

beneficial effect of allopurinol is controversial.29 Others

suggest that in patients with early stage nephropathy block-

ade of the renin-angiotensin system may delay the

progression of renal insufficiency.30,31 These findings under-

score the importance of pre-symptomatic diagnosis,

especially in children. Pre-symptomatic detection enabling

diagnosis and the commencement of early treatment is

vital for affected families and will also result in preventing

or delaying dialysis and ultimately, renal transplantation.

Identifying the genetic defect is essential to facilitate

such a diagnosis and replace the non-specific biochemical

tests that depend on the accuracy of sample collection.

Identifying the hypothetical defective urate transporter in

FJHN may have broader relevance to a much more common

disease of defective urate transport – the underexcreting

gout (‘primary’ gout) affecting middle-aged males. It is

possible that mutation and/or polymorphism in genes caus-

ing FJHN may also be implicated there.

Recently we32 and others11,33 localised a gene for FJHN in

four kindreds to chromosome 16p11.2, and found evidence

of genetic heterogeneity of the disease. Interestingly, the

FJHN locus was mapped to the same genomic interval

where the gene for medullary cystic disease type 2

(MCKD2) (OMIM 603860), has been localised.25,34 Clinical

and biochemical similarities and genomic co-localisation

of both loci suggest that FJHN and MCKD2 may be a single

disease entity. Alignment of all critical regions detected in

these studies, however, provides two non-overlapping geno-

mic regions delimited by markers D16S499-D16S3036 and

D16S403-D16S3116,11 and keeps the issue of the distinct-

ness of FJHN and MCKD loci open.

In this study we performed linkage analysis for FJHN in

additional 15 families, and confirmed in six the previous

observations of linkage of FJHN to 16p11.2, which suggests,

that in a large proportion of FJHN kindreds, the disease is

likely to be caused by a gene or genes located outside of

16p11.2. Haplotype analysis showed that two families

mapped in this study might be aligned to the D16S499-

D16S3036 interval only whereas the rest of the families

may be aligned with both intervals. Considering MCKD2

as a distinct molecular entity, we hypothesise that as many

as three genes located in close proximity on 16p11.2 may

exist. From genomic databases we therefore compiled inte-

grated physical and transcription maps of whole

implicated genomic region (D16S499-D16S3116). We

selected, analysed and excluded seven candidate genes.

The results should facilitate efficient candidate gene selec-

tion and in combination with high throughput

sequencing and functional genomic studies should help to

resolve the molecular basis of FJHN/MCKD disease(s) in

the future.

Methods
Patients

In total, 15 FJHN families (118 individuals of which 58 were

affected) were enrolled in this study. Ten families are from

Great Britain (GB1 – 10), three from Spain (E1 – 3) and two

from Belgium (BE1 and BE2). The diagnosis of FJHN was

based on the following criteria: autosomal dominant inheri-

tance, hyperuricaemia, gouty arthritis which progress to

renal failure. Clinical and biochemical data of the GB and

Spanish patients have been described in detail

previously.2,7,20,24,27,28

In family BE1, the first symptoms in the affected indivi-

duals were mild anaemia (Hb levels 10 g %), slowly

progressive renal failure and hyperuricaemia from the age

of 10 years. The patients had small, echogenic kidneys on

renal echography. Terminal renal failure treated with renal

transplantation developed at the age of 60 years in one of

the affected males (DII.1).

In family BE2, three affected brothers developed the first

symptoms of hyperuricaemia and gouty arthritis after the

age of 30 years. Allopurinol treatment started at the first
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symptoms. Between 45 and 50 years of age, the first symp-

toms of renal failure were registered (creatinin: 2.59 mg/

100 ml). Renal echography showed small hyperechogenic

kidneys. Between 55 and 60 years of age, symptoms of

arterial hypertension and progressive preterminal renal fail-

ure (creatinin levels of 5.36 mg/ml in the proband)

appeared.

Genotype analysis

Genotyping was performed as previously described,32 using

a set of 13 microsatellite markers spanning the 13 cM of the

critical region on chromosome 16p11.2. The marker order

was as follows: cen- D16S499-D16S501-D16S3056-

D16S3041-D16S3036-D16S3046-D16S403-D16S412-D16S3130-

D16S417-D16S420-D16S3113-D16S401-tel and was based on

the Marshfield Genetic Map.

Linkage analysis

Genotyping data were screened for errors using the

PEDCHECK program.35 Two point and multipoint linkage

analyses, along with determination of the most likely

haplotypes, were performed using the Allegro program.36

The analysis was carried out under the assumption of a

dominant mode of inheritance with a 95% penetrance,

5% phenocopy rate and 0.001 frequency of the disease

allele. Marker allele frequencies were estimated from the

families used in this study using the program Pedmanager

http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/ftp/pub/software/pedma-

nag).

Integrated genetic, physical and transcript map

Genetic and STS markers were positioned on human geno-

mic contigs by searching in genome databases –

MapViewer, builds 27 – 29, (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/),

Ensembl – V1.2.0.(http://www.ensembl.org/ ) and Human

Genome Working Draft at UCSC, August 2001 freeze,

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/). To fill the existing gaps, contig

ends BAC sequences were BLASTed against the Homo

sapiens genomic contig sequences, high-throughput geno-

mic sequencing (htgs) and BAC ends sequences sections

of the NCBI database. Gene content was obtained either

directly from annotated contigs or using the BLAST queries

of unfinished genomic sequences against dbEST and protein

databases.

Candidate gene analysis

Individual genes were evaluated according to knowledge or

assumption of their function, evaluation of their expression

profiles, and analysis of hypothetical functional domains.

Upstream promotor region sequence, genomic organisation,

and genomic sequence of candidate genes were obtained

using pairwise BLASTN analysis of the cDNA with corre-

sponding BAC sequences. Genomic fragments covering

promotor region (about 500 bp upstream from the most

cDNA 5’ end) and all of the exons and intron-exon bound-

aries were PCR amplified from genomic DNA and

sequenced as previously described.37 All candidate genes

were analysed in one proband and one unaffected family

member in each family. Genetic variations were screened

against SNP and UNIGENE databases.

Results
Linkage analysis

The results of a multipoint linkage analysis are shown in

Table 1 and graphically in Figure 1. We calculated the

HLOD score, allowing for genetic heterogeneity by maxi-

mising the score over the parameter, representing the

proportion of families in the sample demonstrating genetic

linkage of the disease to the region of interest. A maximum

HLOD score of 1.6137 was obtained at markers D16S3041-

D16S3036 for a=0.374. In order to determine the statistical

significance of this finding, one needs to subtract 0.3 from

the maximum HLOD value, as recommended by Terwilliger

and Ott,38 to adjust for maximisation of the score over two

parameters (and the recombination fraction). It is then

possible to use the well-known property of asymptotic

convergence of the w2 distribution and two times natural

logarithm of the odds ratio. After the adjustment, HLOD

of 1.6137 corresponds to a w2 of 6.05 (one tail P=0.007).

Thus our finding confirms the previous observations of

linkage of FJHN to 16p11.2.11,32,33

However, linkage to 16p11.2 may be excluded at the

LOD= – 2 level for families BE1 and GB4, while some of

the other families also have negative LOD scores (without

reaching the – 2 level) throughout the candidate region.

The value of a=0.374 implies that genetic linkage between

FJHN and 16p11.2 exists in only 37% of the analysed

families. Thus, while confirming linkage of FJHN to the

region, our analysis provides further evidence of heteroge-

neity and shows that a large proportion of FJHN cases are

likely to be caused by genes located outside of 16p11.2.

Haplotype analysis

Haplotype analysis showed consistent segregation of

16p11.2 haplotypes and the FJHN phenotype in six of the

families (BE2, GB2, GB3, GB8, E1, E3). Thus, six out of 15

families (40%) appear to have haplotypes consistent with

linkage to FJHN, providing another estimate of the degree

of genetic heterogeneity of the disease. However, the haplo-

types segregating within individual families are not shared

across families, nor is any single allele at any of the linked

markers shared across families.

Pedigrees of these families are shown in Figure 2. We

have aligned detected recombination events with critical

regions delimited by haplotype analyses in all the FJHN

and MCKD families linked to chromosome 16p11.2 region

so far (Figure 3). This alignment provides two genetic inter-

vals – D16S499-D16S3036 (FJHN1) and D16S412-D16S3116

(FJHN2) delimited by critical recombinations detected in

Belgian11 and Japanese33 families. From eight haplotypes
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defined in this and previous study,32 two haplotypes over-

lap with the FJHN1 region only. The remaining six

haplotypes, as well as two haplotypes defined in MCKD2

studies,25,34 overlap with both FJHN1 and FJHN2 regions.

Integrated genetic, physical and transcript map

In silico analysis positioned all of the Marshfield genetic

markers used for haplotype analysis to four genomic

contigs – NT_010393, NT_024776, NT_010441 and

NT_10604. Using the BAC end sequence content analysis,

three BAC clones closing the gaps between individual

contigs were identified. This effort, summarised in Figure

4, delimited approximately 12.6 Mb region on chromosome

16p11.2. Based on the NCBI contig assembly and annota-

tion this region contains altogether 45 known genes and

129 predicted loci.

Candidate gene analysis

The following genes were considered and analysed as

potential candidates for FJHN.

MIR16 (RGS16-INTERACTING MEMBRANE PROTEIN), UniGene

Cluster Hs.107014 is an integral membrane glycoprotein

with putative phosphodiesterase enzymatic activity, loca-

lised on the liver and kidney plasma membrane where it

may play important roles in lipid metabolism and G protein

signalling.39 Sequence analysis showed heterozygous transi-

tion c1305A-G located in 3’UTR in one of the patients. This

polymorphism was reported in dBSNP previously.

GPRC5B (G protein-coupled receptor) UniGene Cluster

Hs.242407 is a member of type 3 GPRC family. The specific

function of this protein is unknown; however, it may

mediate the cellular effects of retinoic acid on the G protein

signal transduction cascade.40 Seven sequence variants were

detected in GPRC5B. Three single base pair deletions were

present homozygously in both patients and controls

suggesting the sequencing error in genome databases. Three

heterozygous single base pair substitutions: g1756A-G,

g11749G-A and g1086T-C were found in non-coding

regions of both patients and controls. Homozygous silent

transition c804C-T was found in a control.

Ks-1 (kidney specific protein 1, Sa protein), LOC123876, is

a human homologue of rat hypertension associated protein

which exhibits a unique tissue-specific expression exclu-

sively in mature kidneys and livers. A recent study

identified the protein as a medium-chain acyl-CoA synthe-

tase.41 Six sequence variants were detected in the Ks-1 gene.

Two transitions, c340G-A and c428T-C, changing 114Gln-

Lys and 143Leu-Ser, respectively, transversion g1166C-A,

and a homozygous single base pair deletion g3385delT were

found in both patients and controls. Two heterozygous

transitions, silent c438G-A (146 Leu-Leu) and g3384C-T,

were found in both patients and controls.

Ks-2 (kidney specific protein 2), MACS1 (Butyryl Coen-

zyme A synthetase 1), UniGene Cluster Hs.98732, is

localised in an opposite transcriptional direction in close

proximity to the Ks-1 gene. Both rat and mouse homologues

showed kidney and liver specific gene expression.41 Three

sequence variants, silent transitions c45T-C and c720G-A

and c314insT were detected in Ks-2 gene. All of these

variants were homozygous in both patients and controls.

CRYM (mu-crystalline homologue-NADP-regulated thyr-

oid hormone binding protein), UniGene Cluster Hs.924, is

responsible for most of the intracellular high-affinity T3

and T4 binding in the kidney and other thyroid

hormone-responsive tissues. Thyroid hormone homeostasis

plays an important role in kidney growth, renal haemody-

namic, tubular function and electrolyte excretion, and

Table 1 Maximum LOD scores within the D16499-
D16S3046 interval for individual families

Maximum multipoint
Family LOD score

BE1 74.9266a

BE2 0.8437b

GB1 70.3521c

GB2 0.2919b

GB3 1.4520b

GB4 75.9092a

GB5 70.2848c

GB6 0.1155c

GB7 70.4721c

GB8 0.5862b

GB9 0.2911c

GB10 71.1788c

E1 0.5872b

E2 71.0602c

E3 0.8346b

aFamilies excluded for linkage to 16p11.2. bFamilies segregated
haplotypes fully consistent with linkage. cFamilies with haplotypes
inconsistent with linkage.

Figure 1 Multi-point overlapping HLOD score analysis of the
markers in the linked region on chromosome 16.
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Figure 2 Pedigree diagrams of the investigated families.
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association of hyperuricaemia with both hypothyroidism42

and hyperthyroidism43 has been reported. Three single base

pair substitutions located in non-coding regions were

detected in the CRYM gene. Two heterozygous substitu-

tions, g2395C-G and g2646T-C, and one homozygous

transition g16287T-C were found in both patients and

controls.

KIAA1203 UniGene Cluster Hs.16953 is expressed in

kidney and contains ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase

family two domain which may function, through proteoso-

mal pathway, as a regulator of the amiloride-sensitive

epithelial Na(+) channel SCNN1,44 whose two subunits,

SCNN1B and SCNN1G are located in KIAA1203 in close

proximity on 16p11.2. Three single base pair substitutions

were found in the KIAA1203 gene. The transversion

c1463T-G changing 488Leu-Arg was found to be both homo-

zygous and heterozygous in patients and controls. The

transition c12476G-A changing 822Asp-Asn was homozy-

gous in one of the controls. The transition g14188G-A was

found to be heterozygous in both patients and controls.

SCNN1G (gamma subunit of the amiloride-sensitive

epithelial sodium channel ENaC), UniGene Cluster

Hs.3112, is a protein which mutations result in Liddle’s

syndrome or pseudohypoaldosteronism type I. It is

suggested that variants in this gene may play a role in the

pathogenesis of more common forms of human hyperten-

sion.45 Twenty sequence variants were found in SCNN1G

gene. Three resulted in amino acid substitution c532T-A

(178Trp-Arg), c1504C-G (502Pro-Ala) and c1840T-C

(614Ser-Ala), and were found to be homozygous in both

patients and controls. Five heterozygous silent transitions,

c387T-C, c474T-C, c549C-T, c636C-T, and a homozygous

c825T-C transition were in the coding region of the gene

in both patients and controls. Two homozygous substitu-

tions, 7c106C-G and 7c31G-A were found in the 5’UTR

in both patients and controls. Of 10 substitutions located

Figure 3 Genetic map of the FJHN critical region on chromo-
some 16p11.2 showing schematic representation of crucial re-
combination events (full bars) detected in six FJHN families from
this study (BE2, GB2, GB3, GB8, E1 and E3), in four FJHN families
(Cz1 and Cz2,32 Be11 and Jpn33 and two MCKD2 families (W25

and I34) from studies reported earlier. Implicated critical region
FJHN1, FJHN2 and MCKD2 are shown as grey bars.

Figure 4 Integrated genetic, physical and transcription map of
the FJHN/MCKD2 locus. Genomic contigs are annotated as in
NCBI MapViewer. Gapping BAC clones are annotated by their
names or BAC end sequence accession.
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in non-coding region of the gene, six 7173ex1G-A,

799ex3T-C, +29ex9T-C +33ex11T-G, 77ex11G-A and

749ex12A-G were heter-ozygous and four substitutions

793ex2G-C, 749ex2A-G, 74ex2G-C and +8ex4 were

homozygous in both patients and controls. A summary of

all the genetic variants found is shown in Table 2.

Discussion
Linkage analysis

The results of the linkage analysis confirm the already

demonstrated linkage of FJHN to chromosome 16p11.2.

However, the results also show that there is significant

heterogeneity underlying the disease. On the basis of the

Table 2 Summary of all the genetic variants found in selected candidate genes

Variations

Promotor
Substitutions Ins/Del

Amino acid dbSNP
Gene regiona # Exons gDNA cDNA gDNA cDNA substitution accession

MIR16 7510 6 gi 2951946 gi 19923804
18802 A?G 1305 A?G rs7135

GPRC5B 712030/711530 4 gi 3342217 gi 7706450
711859delA
711840delT
711774delT

711756 A?G
711749 G?A
1086 T?C
804 C?T 804 C?T

KS1 7461 7 gi 3219338 gi 20561512
1166 C?A
3384 C?T

3385delT
3482 G?A 340 G?A 114 Gln?Lys
5706 T?C 428 T?C 143 Leu?Ser
5716 G?A 438 G?A

KS2 7459 7 gi 3219338 gi 16418448
46 T?C 45 T?C

10142insT 314 insT
13944 G?A 720 G?A

CRYM 7724 8 gi 2335061 gi 2555014
16287 T?C
2646 T?C
2395 C?G

KIAA1203 7100 9 gi 22069010 gi 220688
21396 T?G 1463 T?G 488 Leu?Arg
14188 G?A
19459 G?A 2476 G?A 826 Asp?Asn

SCNN1G 7321 13 gi 20562397 gi 18585683
7106 C?G
731 G?A rs5732
387 T?C
474 T?C rs5735
532 T?A 178 Trp?Arg
549 C?T rs5737
636 C?T
825 T?C
1504 C?G 502 Pro?Ala
1840 T?C 614 Ser?Ala

7173(ex1) G?A
793(ex2) G?C
749(ex2) A?G
74(ex2) G?C rs5731
799(ex3) T?C
+8(ex4) A?G
+29(ex9) T?C
+33(ex11) T?G
77(ex11) G?A
749(ex12) A?G

Promotor regions correspond to number of base pairs or genomic region sequenced upstream from the presumed 1st ATG. Annotion of
sequence variants is based on their positions respective to the presumed 1st ATG in indicated GenBank sequences.
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maximum HLOD score, we estimate that the proportion (a)

of families segregating to a gene linked to 16p11.2 is 0.37.

However, the parameter a maximised under the hypothesis

of heterogeneity should be interpreted as the proportion of

individuals in the overall sample that belong in families

segregating the linked gene, rather than simply the propor-

tion of families segregating the gene. Hence, the estimate

will be influenced by the relative size of families. In our

sample, the biggest families (BE1, GB4 and GB6) do not

support linkage to 16p11.2. Effectively, the value of

a=0.37 is likely to be an underestimate.

Haplotype analysis

As an alternative approach, investigation of haplotypes

segregating within individual families reveals that 40% of

the families have haplotypes consistent with linkage to

the investigated region. This value, in turn, is likely to be

an overestimate, since some of the families are small and

are likely to support linkage by random chance. Neverthe-

less, by combining the above approaches we are able to

estimate that, within our sample, between 37 and 40% of

FJHN cases are explained by linkage to 16p11.2. In an

earlier study32 we found that two out of three FJHN families

of Czech origin showed linkage of the disease phenotype to

16p11.2. The current results demonstrate that genetic

heterogeneity of FJHN is also prevalent in other European

populations. Furthermore, our haplotype analysis shows

that there is no common haplotype or allele segregating

with the disease across families. This suggests that the

disease may be the result of several independent de novo

mutations, or that the underlying mutation is old and

shows no linkage disequilibrium with a particular marker

locus. However, since the distance between markers is of

the order of 1 cM, it is likely that linkage disequilibrium

between the causative mutation and the markers may have

decayed even for a reasonably young mutation. A much

finer marker map would be required to determine which

of the above hypotheses is correct.

In addition, we present an up to date synopsis of FJHN

linkage results in the context of recently published FJHN/

MCKD2 studies.11,25,32 – 34 The alignment of detected FJHN

haplotypes provided two non-overlapping critical regions

– FJHN1 delimited by markers D16S499-D16S3036 and

FJHN2 delimited by markers D16S412-D16S3116. Out of

ten FJHN and two MCKD2 families mapped to 16p11.2 so

far, three FJHN families are linked only to the FJHN1 and

one FJHN family only to the FJHN2 regions. The remaining

six FJHN and both MCKD2 families reported may be linked

to both regions. If FJHN and MCKD2 are two different

disease entities then it may be postulated that up to three

different genes FJHN1, MCKD2 and FJHN2 may exist in

close proximity on chromosome 16. Considering FJHN

and MCKD2 as a single disease entity, two loci FJHN1 and

FJHN2 may exist. One locus is probable when we omit

the results of the Japanese study on the basis of possible

inconsistencies in current human genome maps, genotyp-

ing errors or existence of phenocopy.

Integrated genetic, physical and transcript map

Since neither of the hypotheses can be excluded, we

focused our attention on the genomic region delimited by

markers D16S499 and D16S3116. We have placed all of

the Marshfield genetic markers located within the critical

region on four genomic contigs. Using BLAST searches we

have identified three gap closing BAC clones and obtained

thus a contiguous stretch of 7.5 Mbp sequence along

which, according to the NCBI annotation, 45 genes and

129 gene-like features are localised.

We have tried to place hypothesis of multiple loci in

close proximity associated with similar phenotypes into

the context of the critical region gene content. In general,

a model of several loci in close proximity can be explained

by defects of duplicated genes, genetic defect of proteins

comprising multimeric complex (channel, receptor, signal-

ling pathway) and genes responsible for such a complex

regulation, processing, trafficking and cell surface stability.

Evaluating the genomic structure and gene content, justifi-

cation for the above hypothesis may be seen in the

following features of the critical region; (1) presence of

duplicated sequence tracts distributed throughout the p-

arm of chromosome 16;46 (2) co-localisation of the amilor-

ide-sensitive epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) subunits

SCNN1B and SCNN1G and of the ENaC possible regulators

such as ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase KIAA1203,

elongation factor-2 kinase and protein kinase PRKCB1; (3)

presence of several genes involved in kidney G protein-

coupled receptor signalling and microtubule-dependent

vesicle transport such as GPRC5B, MIR16, LOC124724,

ARL6IP, COG7, GGA, LOC90404, dynein, ERN and RICH1;

(4) presence of genes involved in regulated protein degrada-

tion such as polo-like kinase PLK, KIAA1203 or LOC123803;

and (5) presence of genes involved in podocyte formation

– GGA and ARL6IP.

The gene content analysis showed that the delimited

chromosomal region contains a number of genes, which

may contribute important kidney specific structural units

or regulatory functions. Since we have not found evidence

for the presence of the urate transporter, we focused on

some of the genes which might be involved in G-protein

signalling, regulated protein degradation, thyroid hormone

homeostasis or which were found to be associated with

hypertension.

Candidate gene analyses

Following the sequence analysis of two genes localised

within the critical region – uromodulin and SAH,24 we

have analysed seven more candidate genes. In all of the

genes no ‘classic’ deleterious mutations were detected with-

in the promotor regions, exon/intron junctions and coding

sequences. This finding however cannot completely rule
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out the involvement of those genes in the disease develop-

ment. The transcription of any of those genes can be

greatly affected by mutations in distant promotor regions

or by intronic mutations affecting mRNA processing. The

cDNA studies, which would be very useful in this respect,

could not be performed since we have no affected kidney

tissue biopsies available.

In summary, FJHN is a genetically heterogeneous disease.

To elucidate its molecular basis, further efforts must be

aimed at better clinical characterisation of FJHN/MCKD

patients. Affected families must be re-evaluated and

followed to determine whether the disease is manageable

by allopurinol and whether and when cysts occurred.

Importantly, members of all three GB kindreds showing

linkage in this report and identified prior to the onset of

severe renal disease have been treated successfully with allo-

purinol – in the case of GB2 and three for from 20 to 37

years.27,28 Further gene mapping efforts must be focused

on both refining the 16p11.2 locus and discover other FJHN

loci in families not linked to 16p11.2. In this regard, it is of

interest that kindred GB4, with a history of cysts at biopsy

and phenotypically identical with MCKD2, has been found

recently (following the onset of diabetes type 2) to have a

defect on 17q involving the hepatocyte nuclear factor 1b

gene (Bingham et al, personal communication).

Further studies must also be focused on experimentally

confined completion of physical and transcript maps of

FJHN critical regions and complementary genomic and

proteomic approaches. Expression profiling using the

microarray technology or 2D gel protein analysis may

provide useful information on candidate gene selection

and pathogenesis of the disease, and attempts to obtain

access to sufficient amount of affected tissues must be

undertaken.

The linkage and haplotype analysis reported here further

demonstrate the genetic heterogeneity of FJHN and imply

the hypothesis of several loci located in close proximity

on 16p11.2 as well. This situation greatly hampers the posi-

tional cloning effort and indicates that better clinical

characterisation and functional approaches must be under-

taken. The report of integrated physical and mostly in-silico

predicted transcription maps of the FJHN critical region

provides basis for precise experimental annotation of the

current transcript map, which is essential for final identifi-

cation of the FJHN gene(s).
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